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Aviko Games NFT blockchain gaming platform 

Welcome to the world of Aviko Games! 

We are excited to be building an NFT blockchain gaming platform, empowering the 

biggest community of gamers to create a self-sustaining, wealth-building ecosystem. 

We want to make it easy for gamers to play, investors to invest, and games to launch their 

NFT games to change the world for the better. 

 

Who is part of the platform? 

Players / Scholars 

Democratising access to games with NFT rentals, training and long-term DAO incentives 

for participation. Allocating NFT assets to the best players. We offer initial capital to 

provide more access for players into NFT games. We reward performance and 

contributions to the community with DAO incentives.  

Game Asset Investors 

Asset owners can rent their assets with Aviko Games and earn yields from scholar play. 

Game Studios 

Go-to-market testing: access early players to iterate for alpha/beta testing.  

Flywheel Catalyst of distribution to investors and gamers. Plug in large set of players to kick 

off flywheel of gaming economy. 

  



Introduction 
Official Aviko Games Guild Whitepaper, last updated May 2022 

Vision 

To have the most scholars deployed by managed NFTs and distributing them through our NFT gaming 

platform. 

Mission 

To deploy the most scholars into NFT games 

Why 

We believe in empowering a community of gamers, to educate each other and create a self sustaining, 

wealth-building ecosystem. 

How  

Aviko Games is taking a multi-game portfolio approach for exposure across the most profitable Non-

Fungible Token (NFT) games, and building a virtual community of players who will deploy these assets in 

the most profitable ways for our community, our investors and the DAO. 

We are building the infrastructure to mobilise for multi-dimensional opportunities across the NFT gaming 

space, and we are well positioned to leverage the structural adoption of NFT technology around the world.  

The first opportunities we are pursuing are a scholarship program and a rent-to-earn service in Axie Infinity. 

Who 

Aviko Games is a Decentralised Autonomous Organisation (DAO) with a vision to have the most scholars 

(we call them Wizards) deployed by renting NFTs to our highly engaged and ever growing guild. Our 

mission is to deploy the most Wizards into NFT games and provide new wealth opportunities for gamers, 

token holders and investors. 

  



Playing field 
Play to Earn (P2E) is an emerging market within an emerging market. It is the hottest space right now. 

Aviko game’s CEO on CNBC 

What you need to know about the P2E space 

This space is at the forefront of a period of gaming and blockchain hyper growth. 

The intersection of NFT and gaming is experiencing the most value accretion across the blockchain 

ecosystem.  

• Open Sea, the world’s largest NFT marketplace, transacted over US$3.4 billion on the 

platform in August 2021 – that's 10x growth month-on-month. 

• Axie Infinity, the world’s most popular NFT game generated over $200 million in November 

2021, with a run-rate of $3 billion. 

• Axie Infinity and OpenSea are generating more revenue than any other crypto, behind 

Ethereum (source: tokenterminal.com, 180 days to December 17, 2021). 

 

  



Strategy 
Aviko Games DAO is building a NFT gaming platform, focusing on four key pillars of commercialisation… 

Aviko Games gaming ecosystem 

 

Aviko Games platform revenue pillars: 

 

📚Research 

 

 

 

🌐Lending 

 

🛒Marketplace 

 

As of March 2022, we have rolled out the Aviko Games Research and Lending platform. Second quarter 2022 

we expect to roll out the Aviko Games launchpad and marketplace. 

  

🚀Launchpad 



Research 
Research reports create thought leadership and demand for games to form relationships with Aviko Games. 

A monetary by product is the opportunity to invest in games and NFTs at an early stage, generally at a steep 

discount to the public sale. 

 

Game testing 

Our game research is led by our Chief Gaming Officer, Nicholas 'NicoThePico' Korsgård who was a former 

professional League of Legends player and coach for Fnatic, Origen, Ninjas in Pyjamas, PostFinance Helix, 

Enigma. 

Our research reports have two categories, each with distinct key outcomes: 

Pre-launch game research 

Pre-game research reports are designed to achieve the following outcomes: 

• Build relationships with games to obtain early round SAFT investments. 

• Build relationships with games to secure INOs and IDOs on our launchpad. 

• Bring focus to new games from our community, amplifying the impact of the above two outcomes. 

• Bring readers/investors to our launchpad. 

Post-launch game research 

Post-launch game research reports are designed to achieve the following outcomes: 

• Drive to Lending Platform - provide potential investors with information about a game, allowing 

them to purchase and lend NFT assets to us. 

• Drive to Marketplace - drive investors to our marketplace, allowing them to purchase our “pNFTs” 

as a means of investing in NFT games - this process is explained here. 

  



Launchpad 
Games will be incentivised to launch on Aviko game’s launchpad due to our large community of 

scholars and investors. We will charge either a transaction fee or accept payment in the form of an 

NFT, which can then be sold. 

 
How do people invest in a new game through our launchpad? 

Everyone can apply for a whitelisted allocation for a game launching on our launchpad. Generally, 

the allocation demand will exceed the allocation supply. Therefore, we take a randomised 

approach to allocating whitelisted spots. 

Benefit to AVK stakes 

People who stake AVK will have a higher probability of receiving a whitelisted spot via 

randomisation. The more AVK you hold, the higher your probability. 

  



 

 

 

Lending 
Aviko Games uses its community of gamers to utilise investor’s NFTs, automating payment back to 

the investor, the scholar, and Aviko Games. 

 

 

 

  



pNFTs 
What are pNFTs? 

pNFTs are Aviko Game’s unique solution to creating a marketplace for trading a portfolio of NFT 

assets attached to an ongoing scholar relationship. 

How does it work? 

Investors (lenders) that lend their assets to Aviko Games will be provided with an NFT representing 

ownership of the underlying NFT assets lent to Aviko Games. This NFT is referred to as a “pNFT”. 

These pNFTs will include the scholar relationships tied to those assets. 

If the lender wishes to sell their gaming NFTs, they have the option of either: 

1. Having their assets returned from Aviko Games and selling them individually. Aviko 

Games will burn the pNFT once the assets are returned. This will incur a transaction 

fee of 4%  

2. Selling the pNFT on Aviko game’s marketplace. This will incur a transaction fee of 2% 

  



Marketplace 
Our Marketplace is where investors can buy and sell pNFTs. 

 
 

What are the benefits of selling a pNFT instead of requesting a return of NFTs? 
1. Ease of administration - lenders/investors will be able to sell their NFT portfolio in one 

transaction, rather than requesting a return of the NFTs and individually selling each one. 

2. Lower transaction costs: 

• Most marketplaces charge an administration fee for selling individual NFT assets that 

exceed the transaction fee that is charged for using Aviko Game’s marketplace to 

trade the pNFT. 

• The transaction cost incurred to trade the pNFT is lower than the transaction cost 

required to request a return of assets. 

3. Potential to sell assets at a premium to their underlying NAV - Due to the ease in 

administration of purchasing NFTs with an inbuilt scholar relationship, and the high quality of 

scholar relationship Aviko Games will provide, pNFTs may trade at a premium to their NAV 

on the secondary market. We do not expect assets to trade below NAV due to the 

arbitrage opportunities that will create a price floor for the pNFTs (people can purchase 

pNFTs and then request Aviko Games return NFTs if they were to trade at a discount to 

NAV). 

 

What are the benefits of purchasing pNFTs instead of individual NFTs? 

 
1. Purchasing intellectual property (IP) - Scholars have practised and gained familiarity with 

the specific NFTs, resulting in superior results. 

2. Ease of administration. 

3. Lower transaction costs. 

4. Transparency of the quality of the scholar relationship and the historic yield. 

  

https://balthazar-dao.gitbook.io/balthazar-1/3.-strategy/lending/pnfts


AVK token 
Owning Aviko Games Bricks, or "AVK", are akin to owning the bricks of the Aviko Games Tower. 

Owning Bricks in the Aviko Games Tower will give you exposure to the rapidly growing metaverse. 

 

📈Token 

 

🔓Token distribution 

  

https://balthazar-dao.gitbook.io/balthazar-1/4.-brix-token/token-distribution
https://balthazar-dao.gitbook.io/balthazar-1/4.-brix-token/token-distribution
https://balthazar-dao.gitbook.io/balthazar-1/4.-brix-token/token-distribution


Token Utility 
Providing a tokenised exposure to the rapidly growing metaverse 

Aviko Games Bricks been designed to capture the value of all areas of the ever-growing Metaverse 

through a range of revenue-generating activities, allowing the token to grow in value in proportion 

to: 

1. The increase of NFT asset values 

2. The increase of our liquid treasury asset value 

3. Revenue derived by: 

o Yield retained when utilising Aviko Game’s scholars to play with third 

party investor’s assets (”lenders”) 

o Yield generated by Aviko Game’s NFT assets 

o Exit fees incurred where lenders return their assets 

o Transaction fees for lenders trading their pNFTs on our marketplace 

o Transaction fees/NFTs earned for games using our launchpad 

o Transaction fees earned for game IDOs 

o Access to discounted valuations on early-round investments 

o Gaming and eSports partnerships and sponsorships 

Governance  
Aviko Games aims to be a fully Decentralised Autonomous Organisation. This means decision-making ultimately rests 

with our token holders rather than a centralised authority. In line with this objective, token holders will be given the 

opportunity to make and vote on various governance proposals. 

Voting will occur through a portal where token holders are able to start proposals which will be voted on by other AVK 

holders. The portal will also act as an open forum for members to discuss the various proposals. 

Launchpad benefits 
Aviko Games token holders will be able to stake AVK to receive a higher probability in receiving a randomised 

whitelisting/allocation to pre-launch games and tokens. A higher amount staked, along with a longer lockup period, 

will contribute to increasing your probability booster. 

Premium dashboard 
Staking $1,000 worth of Aviko Games tokens will unlock a premium dashboard and allow lenders to be paid 

in stable coins rather than in-game reward tokens. 

The premium dashboard will provide an aggregated profit and loss across our launchpad and lending 

services. 

Staking Rewards 
Aviko Games token holders will be able to stake their tokens in order to receive additional tokens. 

Further detail is provided in the “Staking rewards” section. 

  



Token Distribution 
There will be 22,000,000,000,000 AVK minted in aggregate. The initial distribution is depicted below: 

 

 

 

 

1. Refer program - get 10% of your direct refer. 

2. Daily reward structure - as per above image stacker get each and every day as per 

plan (stacking plan) as our structure refer's person also get as per level daily reward % 

every day. 

3. Token total supply 22000000000000 

4. Decimal 9 

5. Lock coin 50% 

6. Refer coin supply 10% 

7. LP lock - all fee 

8. 6% fee on every transaction 

9. Stack reward 40% of total supply locked, only stacker can release this supply. 

 

  



Staking rewards 
 

AVK can be staked to receive additional tokens as staking rewards. The way staking rewards are 

funded will evolve over time, and are categorised in three phases below: 

 
1. Distribute community tokens to early adopters. 

2. Phase in yield reserve. 

3. Deflation and scarcity. 

 

Stokers will also be given the option to nominate a locked staking period, in order to receive 

bonus staking rewards. 

 

  

https://balthazar-dao.gitbook.io/balthazar-1/5.-staking-rewards/distribute-community-tokens-to-early-adopters
https://balthazar-dao.gitbook.io/balthazar-1/5.-staking-rewards/distribute-community-tokens-to-early-adopters


Distribute community tokens 

to early adopters 
Year 1 

 
 

We plan to reward early adopters with a high allocation of community AVK. In the first phase, 12% 

of our total supply of AVK will be distributed to stakers. 

Revenue earned in excess of operating costs will be allocated to a yield reserve which will be used 

to buy-back AVK from the market and distribute AVK to stakers. 

  



Operations 
Our current operating model is underpinned by exceptional technology. 

Overview 

• Invest in scholars and the community. 

• Mobilise teams on the ground within target countries to create efficiency and 

bridge language barriers. 

• Delegating leased NFTs from partnership rollouts and efficiently.  

• Provide scholars with strong NFTs for battle to increase daily yield. 

• Increase earnings for both scholars and the guild through coaching. 

• Automate processes and scale systems for game selection and decentralisation of 

the guild. 

  



Meta strategies 
Finding the meta: Our process 
It’s paramount for Aviko Games to focus on efficiently finding the current meta in the game: the most 

optimal way to win or perform at a specific task. 

To achieve this, we deploy our top-level esports team, Inspired by NicoThePico to develop the most 

effective strategy to reach maximum yield, with the least amount of time required. The team will complete 

this task through several methods such as playing the game, research, and networking. 

Our team will then ensure that scholars are able to quickly and intuitively apply the team's findings. 

To ensure that our guild is able to compete at the highest level of play, we will recruit and mentor top-level 

players in their respective games. A close collaboration between these top-level players and our esports 

team will ensure that we’re fully updated on new developments of each game. This, in turn, allows us to 

maintain a competitive edge and we will continue deploying our esports team into new games. 

Partnerships and collaborations 

To build a solid foundation in the P2E gaming industry, Aviko Games will focus heavily on assisting games 

that want to facilitate esport, and hold esport competitions. In addition to this, we will offer pre-screenings 

and reward systems for games that participate in our esports initiatives. 

Our pre-screening and esports initiatives include the following process: 

• Game is reviewed and played by our esport team led by NicoThePico 

• A report is produced for the participating game, based on pre-set criteria.  

• Our team delivers a Aviko Games seal of approval if the game passes our pre-

screening Annual Awards for the best P2E games. 

Emphasis on eSport 

Here at Aviko Games we love and thrive for competition. Our intent is to partake in esports games and, in 

time, form our own competitive teams across Aviko Games-supported games. 

Our top-level esports team led by NicoThePico will provide mentoring and oversee the project as a whole 

to make sure our competitive teams can perform at the highest levels. 

The competitive teams allow us to provide promotion opportunities for our best scholars, which 

subsequently will increase loyalty and incentivise our scholars to increase their skills and invest more time 

towards our mutual success. 

It’s our belief that partaking in esports games will prove to be immensely valuable for Aviko Games, as well 

as our scholars, the games we support and our partners. 

  



Cross-game expansion 
Aviko Games takes a unique approach to cross game expansion. 

Aviko Games has important requirements for cross-game expansion, following our bold goal of achieving 

the greatest number of scholars deployed into NFT games and our robust rent-to-earn service. 

Based on our analysis, it takes around one hour per NFT game to maximise the amount a scholar can make. 

Using this calculation, Aviko Games will partner with a minimum of eight NFT games as quickly as possible. 

Eight hours of gaming per day would allow our Wizards to do something they love, with the potential to 

earn more than their current income and they could replace their current work altogether. 

By using Aviko Game’s rental management platform, this will allow our guild to move quickly across games 

at scale using third party capital. 

We believe that the P2E space is moving at a rapid pace through a consistent flow of new gaming entrants. 

It is inefficient to overcapitalise into multiple games, so our rental management platform allows our guild to 

be agile and adaptable. 

Game selection criteria and evaluation 

To ensure the right games are selected, we evaluate each and every game based on the following key 

criteria: 

• Play-to-earn functionality: The number one criteria for us to choose a game is how 

well we can capitalise on it. Can your game yield us a profit?  

• Scholars yield scalability: We strive to have the largest number of scholars available 

to enter games. How many scholars can we enable in this game?  

• Convenience of scholar facilitation: A game that’s easy to get started is 

appreciated by all of our scholars. How scholar-friendly is the game?  

• Access to NFT investors: We offer a unique renting model for investors to capitalise 

on their unused game assets by renting them to Aviko Games for our Wizards to use. 

Get them NFTs moving!  

• Engagement rating: We believe that a game’s longevity strongly correlates to the 

entertainment value it provides players. Can the game keep our scholars' 

attention?  

• Esports potential: We love competition and aim to have top-level competing teams 

and players in all games we have selected. Can the game facilitate esports 

competition?  

• Release date: We aim to be the market leaders in deploying our Wizards into new 

games. When can we start playing your game?  

• Existing partnerships. Do we have access to key members within games and 

gaming companies who we can connect with and capitalise on? 

  



Technology 
Tech stack 
Technology is at the forefront of our operations, with the goal of automating as many 

processes as possible, thus reducing administrative tasks and manual operations, and 

automating data analysis. This in turn reduces the chance of human errors and lost time. 

We have a constant feedback loop to identify inefficiencies and we research the 

feasibility of technical solutions that tackle them. 

Our technical process starts with rapid prototypes and proof of concept (PoCs), giving us 

the competitive edge with the use of APIs and the blockchain for automation. These 

rapid prototypes are refactored and evolved into production-ready systems, with an 

emphasis on no wasted code. 

We take a component-based approach, building independent services with isolated 

responsibilities. This allows us to run fail-safe systems, where entropy does not affect the 

rest of our infrastructure. Our implementations are based on an event-driven 

microservices architecture. Our hosting environment is primarily AWS, but due to our 

code-first approach and reliance on Infrastructure as Code, we have the ability to switch 

to other hosting environments with little time and effort. The tech stack is replicated across 

multiple environments to allow for safe testing and to ensure data integrity. 

The micro services-based approach gives us the ability to adapt our systems to additional 

games and platforms, in line with Aviko Game’s cross-game expansion strategy. 

Our R&D work and prototypes are primarily written in Python. Production-ready 

components are written in a combination of TypeScript, Python, .NET and Rust. This is 

complemented by JAM stack applications and websites built on Vue.js and Nuxt.js, that 

communicate with our back-end systems via GraphQL and other APIs. Our goal is to build 

reliable systems, without sacrificing the ability to draw from a pool of full-stack developers 

with a short onboarding time. Members of the tech team are assigned specific 

components, maintaining component isolation, writing scalable and testable code. 

Security 

We take a zero-trust approach to security, ensuring minimal access permissions for any 

component in the tech stack. Additional security measures are implemented for any 

areas where sensitive data may need to be accessed. 

Secure development practices are underpinned by static code analysis and automated 

tools, as well as code reviews and audits. 

Sensitive data is stored using a combination of strong hash algorithms and encryption, 

with separation from non-sensitive data. While this approach complicates our automation 

efforts, it ensures we meet the goal of maintaining strict security protocols. 

We focus on utilising cold wallets (hardware wallets) and similar key management 

solutions, as well as safe and redundant backup processes. This is complemented by key 

wrapping and cryptography, for a balance between security and at-scale automation 

and blockchain transaction handling. 



Growth through engagement 

Our community is at the centre of everything we do. 

Community Programs 

Aviko Games not only wants to empower a community of gamers to build self-sustaining wealth for 

themselves and their families, we also want to create a space where people want to come, enjoy their time, 

learn and grow together.  

We believe this is our edge and we currently have a number of different educational and fun initiatives in 

the Aviko Games Discord to engage our members, including: 

• Scholarship Q&A: Daily stage channel call where new Wizards meet the community 

members and run through the application processes, ongoing events and other inquiries. 

• Talent Show Room: Daily stage channel where community members request to perform on 

the virtual stage and show their talents including singing, poetry and comedy skits. 

• AXIE 101: Free training program by Aviko Games and open for all community members 

where they can learn the basics of Axie Infinity, running three times each week. 

• Investment Education: As our Wizards and guild members may receive significant in-game 

earnings, which in some cases is the equivalent or more than their respective countries’ 

median full-time salary, we will be offering webinars hosted by investment professionals, 

teaching our Wizards investment strategies. This may involve tutorials on how to stake and 

invest into liquidity pools, claim, and re-invest rewards. 

Community incentives 

Incentivising our members is another key aspect in building a long-lasting and loyal community of gamers. People 

love competition and being rewarded, and gamers are no different. Community incentives allow people to not only 

showcase their talent, but create further opportunities for themselves within our guild.  

Some examples of this include: 

Invite to Interview: Invite 20 people to Aviko Game’s Discord community and you will receive a “For 

Interview” badge and move to the front of the line to be interviewed for a scholarship. 

Invite Raiders (Merlin Squad): Aspiring scholars who compete in reaching a certain number of people to 

invite into the Aviko Games Discord. If they succeed, they will have guaranteed "Onboarding Wizard 

Badges" and join the waitlist ready to be deployed. 

Development Support: Utilising our talented community to support Aviko Games with a range of 

development tasks. 

Design Support and Fan Art: The Aviko Games community is extremely talented and have produced some 

fantastic creative pieces for the guild’s social pages and general marketing collateral. 

Coaching Programs: Coaching and training is a key pillar for Aviko Games, and we have recruited some of 

the most talented gamers in the world to build our programs. For example, the Aviko Games Discord hosts 

five channels specifically supporting new members that include various training materials. 

Scholar of the Month: We monitor our scholars and reward them regularly. Our Scholar of the Month is 

awarded 1AXS sent to their wallet. We also promote our best performing scholars across our social 

platforms. 

Onboarding Support: The Aviko Games Discord operates 24/7 with a number of different chat rooms where 

our community can come together to support each other. From how to apply to become a Wizard, to 

game strategies, new recruits and a town hall. There is always support and a sense of belonging in 

Aviko Games. 



 

Growth through marketing 
In order for Aviko Games to deploy the most scholars, we need to have a strong marketing strategy. 

Aviko Game’s rapid growth is directly related to the growth of the Aviko Games brand via our wide range of 

marketing channels. Our in-house, experienced marketing team distribute tailored content to our growing 

fanbases, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 

View our growing community 

• Facebook 

• Twitter 

• Youtube 

• TikTok 

Distribution plan 

Aviko Game’s content distribution plan differs across each platform. However, our breakdown follows three 

key segments: 

Community (20%) 

• Guild-related facts and milestones: When we hit key metrics of members and onboarded 

scholars 

• Wizard engagements: Photos of group wizards, meetings, conferences and events 

• Twitter polls, Axie types, future activities, prizes. 

Impact (40%) 

• Wizard Story: Showcasing our Wizards and their journeys from being in the Aviko Games 

guild 

• Aviko Games Gives Back: A commitment to further support our community 

Education (40%) 

• Gameplay from wizards: Our expert wizards present their game play tactics and strategies 

and teach the community 

• Quick how-to tips: short posts or videos with tips on skills and strategies 

• Game Official Updates: The latest news and updates from our partner games 

• $AVK Token: What it is and how it works 

  



  

ROADMAP  



FAQs 
Frequently asked questions 

 

What is play-to-earn? 

The crypto economy is developing quickly through innovative smart contract development. Value 

and resources can be moved between two entities (either human or organisation) without relying 

on traditional third-party intermediaries and traditional legal practices. 

The play-to-earn space has evolved quickly within the labor-to-earn category. Where labor-to-earn 

utilises smart contracts to create mechanisms for human labor to be rewarded digitally, at scale, 

play-to-earn utilises games built on the blockchain to allow gamers (both new and seasoned) to 

participate in a game and earn monetary value through gameplay. 

Simply, play-to-earn gives the opportunity for people to play a game and earn money (in the form 

of in-game crypto currency). 

 

What is rent-to-earn? 

While play-to-earn is focused on the parties operating the NFTs, rent-to-earn focuses on the 

parties who want to lease their NFTs for a return. 

Crypto investors who own thousands of NTFs that are just sitting there collecting ‘meta-dust’. 

Some people don’t have the time to play or manage their NFTs – that is where Aviko Games 

comes in. Give us your NFTs and we will play them for you while you rent-to-earn. 

 

What is an NFT game? 

A game built on blockchain that utilises non-fungible tokens (NFTs) to earn digital currency 

through various gameplay mechanics. Game mechanics vary based on the type and format of each 

game. Some games require you to water NFT plants, while other games require you to battle NFT 

pets. Nurturing NTFs and winning battles result in earning currency. 

 

What is Axie Infinity? 

Axie Infinity is a metaverse inspired by Pokémon, where users have the potential to earn tokens 

(in-game currency) through gameplay. Gameplay can include battling, collecting and raising digital 

pet NFTs on NFT land. 

All game NFT assets such as land and pets can be accessed through third party APIs which enables 

community developers to create tools and third-party assets for the Axie Infinity metaverse. 

 

What is the Aviko Games DAO token? 

The Aviko Games DAO token, $AVK, is a token that represents a portion of ownership of the DAO. 

 

How does Aviko Games generate revenue? 

The Aviko Games DAO generates revenue through two mechanics: play-to-earn and rent-to-earn. 

The DAO deploys scholars into NFT games to yield in-game crypto currency. Commissions are paid 

to scholars and the remainder is distributed back into the treasury of the DAO. If NFTs are being 

rented, earnings are distributed to the NTF owner. 

 


